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ABSTRACT 
Emblematic execution is a program analysis technique that has algorithmic advances and increased availability of 
computational power and constraint solving technology. It is useful for software testing because it can analyze if and when 
errors in the code may occur .We review classical emblematic execution and some modern extensions such as generalized 
emblematic execution and dynamic test generation. DART and CUTE are the two techniques in dynamic test generation DART 
short for “Directed Automated Random Testing”, blends dynamic test generation with random testing and model checking 
techniques with the goal of systematically executing all (or as many as possible) feasible paths of a program, while checking 
each execution for various  types of errors DART is that imprecision in emblematic execution can be alleviated using concrete 
values and randomization DART was first implemented at Bell Labs for testing C programs, and has inspired many other 
extensions and tools  CUTE  “Concolic Unit Testing Engine”  extends   DART to handle multi-threaded programs that 
manipulates dynamic data structures using pointer operations. CUTE avoids imprecision due to pointer analysis by 
representing and solving pointer constraints approximately CUTE is developed in University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
for C. This paper proposes about DART and CUTE in emblematic execution for software testing. 
Keywords: Automated Test Generation, Concolic testing, Dynamic test generation, Data structure testing, Explicit 
path model-checking, Interfaces, Program Verification, Random Testing, Testing C programs, unit testing. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Today, testing is the primary way to check the correctness of software. Billions of dollars are spent on testing in the 
software industry, as testing usually accounts for about 50% of the cost of software development [27]. It was recently 
estimated that software failures currently cost the US economy alone about $60 billion every year, and that 
improvements in software testing infrastructure might save one-third of this cost Software testing is the most commonly 
used technique for validating the quality of software, but it is typically a mostly manual process that accounts for a large 
fraction of software development and maintenance. Emblematic execution is one of the many techniques that can be 
used to automate software testing by automatically generating test cases that achieve high coverage of program 
executions. It is a program analysis technique that executes programs with emblematic rather than concrete inputs and 
maintains a path condition that is updated whenever a branch instruction is executed, to encode the constraints on the 
inputs that reach that program point. Test generation is performed by solving the collected constraints using a 
constraint solver. Emblematic execution can also be used for bug finding, where it checks for run-time errors or 
assertion violations and it generates test inputs that trigger those errors. Emblematic execution was proposed in 1970’s 
is now the underlying technique of several popular testing tools, many of   them open-source: NASA’s Symbolic (Java) 
PathFinder1, CUTE and jCUTE2, Stanford’s KLEE3, UC Berkeley’s CREST4 and BitBlaze5 etc. Symbolic execution 
tools are now used in industrial practice at Microsoft (Pex6, SAGE, YOGI7 and PREfix), IBM (Apollo), NASA and 
Fujitsu (Symbolic Path Finder), and also form a key part of the commercial testing tool suites from Parasoft and other 
companies. It generates logical condition for each program path, and solving this condition to provide input data which 
will drive the program through the path. But few systems implement the idea fully. And even fewer ones can process 
programs with the complexity as ours. Recent work on using emblematic execution for dynamic test case generation 
such as Directed Automated   Random Testing (DART), Execution Generated Executions (EGT/EXE) or Concolic 
Testing (CUTE) improve classical emblematic execution by making a distinction between the concrete and the 
emblematic state of a program. Recently there is some renascent research on program testing and bug finding based on 
emblematic execution. These works are all dynamic testing. Much of the   popularity of emblematic execution applied 
to large programs is due to recent advances in dynamic test generation, extending prior work originating in the 80s and 
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90s, where the emblematic execution is performed at run-time, along concrete program executions. In this paper we are 
going to tell in detail about DART and CUTE. We describe our tool DART (Directed Automated   Random Testing), 
which combines three main techniques in order to automate unit testing of software:  
1. Automated extraction of the interface of a program with its external environment using static source-code parsing. 
2. Automatic generation of a test driver for this interface that performs random testing to simulate the most general 
environment the program can operate in; and 
3. Dynamic analysis of how the program behaves under random testing and automatic generation of new test inputs to 
direct systematically the execution along alternative program paths. 
      Together, these three techniques constitute Directed Automated Random Testing, or DART for short. Thus, the 
main strength of DART is that testing can be performed completely automatically on any program that compiles there 
is no need to write any test driver or harness code. During testing, DART detects standard errors such as program 
crashes, assertion violations, and non-termination. We have implemented DART for programs written in the C 
programming language. Preliminary experiments to unit test several examples of C programs are very encouraging. For 
instance, DART was able to find automatically attacks in various C implementations of a well-known flawed security 
protocol (Needham-Schroeder’s). Also, DART found hundreds of ways to crash 65% of the about 600 externally visible 
functions provided in the oSIP library, an open source implementation of the SIP protocol. We believe DART provides 
an attractive alternative approach to static analyzers, because it is based on high-precision dynamic analysis instead, 
while being fully automated as static analysis. The main advantage of DART over static analysis is that every execution 
leading to an error that is found by DART is guaranteed to be sound. Two areas where we expect DART to compete 
especially well against static analyzers are the detection of inter procedural bugs and of bugs that arise through the use 
of library functions (which are usually hard to reason about statically), as will be discussed later in the paper. Of course, 
DART is overall complementary to static analysis since it has its own limitations, namely the computational expense of 
running tests and the sometimes limited effectiveness of dynamic test generation to improve over random testing. In 
any case, DART offers a new trade-off among existing static and dynamic analysis techniques.  
        Our second tool is CUTE (Concolic Unit Testing Engine) where Concolic stands for cooperative Concrete and 
symbolic execution CUTE implements a solver for both arithmetic and pointer constraints to incrementally generate 
test inputs. The solver exploits the domain of this particular problem to implement three novel optimizations which 
help to improve the testing time by several orders of magnitude. Our experimental results confirm that CUTE can 
efficiently explore paths in C code, achieving high branch coverage and detecting bugs. In   particular, it exposed 
software bugs that result in assertion violations, segmentation faults, or infinite loops. A challenge in applying 
Godefroid et al.’s approach is to provide methods which extract and solve the constraints generated by a program. This 
problem is particularly complex for programs which have dynamic data structures using pointer operations. For 
example, pointers may have aliases. Because alias analysis may only be approximate in the presence of pointer 
arithmetic, using symbolic values to precisely track such pointers may result in constraints whose satisfaction is 
undecidable. This makes the generation of test inputs by solving such constraints infeasible. In this paper, we provide a 
method for representing and solving approximate pointer constraints to generate test inputs. Our method is thus 
applicable to a broad class of sequential programs. The key idea of our method is to represent inputs for the unit under 
test using a logical input map that represents all inputs, including (finite) memory graphs, as a collection of scalar 
symbolic variables and then to build constraints on these inputs by symbolically executing the code under test. An 
important contribution of our work is separating pointer constraints from integer constraints and keeping the pointer 
constraints simple to make our emblematic execution light-weight and our constraint solving procedure not only 
tractable but also efficient. The pointer constraints are conceptually simplified using the logical input map to replace 
complex emblematic expressions involving pointers with simple emblematic pointer variable. The DART and CUTE  
are combined of concrete and symbolic execution. DART runs the unit being tested on a concrete random input. It 
symbolically collects path constraints during the execution. Then the last constraint is negated to generate the next test 
input. DART only handles constraints on integers and resolves to random testing when symbolic pointers are 
encountered. CUTE extends DART to handle simple symbolic pointer constraints of the form: p == NULL, p != NULL. 
But it fails to deal with symbolic array index expressions. In contrast to both DART and CUTE, SimC models symbolic 
pointers and array indexes precisely and thus it can generate more accurate test data. 

2. SYMBOLIC EXECUTION 
2.1“Classical” Symbolic Execution 
The key idea behind symbolic execution is to use as input values symbolic values instead of actual data, and to 
represent values of program variables as symbolic expressions. As a result, the outputs computed by a program are 
expressed as a function of the symbolic inputs. Symbolic execution maintains a symbolic state, which maps variables to 
symbolic expressions, and a symbolic path constraint PC, a first order quantifier free formula over symbolic 
expressions. PC accumulates constraints on the inputs that trigger the execution to follow the associated path. At every 
conditional statement if (e) S1 else S2, PC is updated with conditions on the inputs to choose between alternative paths. 
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A fresh path condition PC0 is created and initialized to PC ^¬_(e) (“else” branch) and PC is updated to PC ^ _(e) 
(“then” branch), where _(e) denotes the symbolic predicate obtained by evaluating e in symbolic state Note that unlike 
in concrete execution, both branches can be taken, resulting in two execution paths. If any of PC or PC0 becomes 
unsatisfiable, symbolic execution terminates along the corresponding path. Satisfiability is checked with a constraint 
solver. Whenever symbolic execution along a path terminates (normally or with an error), the current PC is solved and 
the solution forms the test inputs—if the program is executed on these concrete inputs, it will take the same path as the 
symbolic execution and terminate. Symbolic execution of code containing loops or recursion may result in an infinite 
number of paths; therefore, in practice, one needs to put a limit on the search, e.g., a timeout or a limit on the number 
of paths or exploration depth 
 
2.2 Generalized Symbolic Execution 
Generalized symbolic execution (GSE) [28] extends classical symbolic execution with the ability of handling 
multithreading and input recursive data structures. GSE implements symbolic execution on top of a standard model 
checker, whose built-in capabilities are used for handling multi-threading (and other forms of non-determinism). GSE 
handles input recursive data structures by using lazy initializations GSE starts execution of the method on inputs with 
uninitialized fields and initializes fields when they are first accessed during the method’s symbolic execution. This 
allows symbolic execution of methods without requiring an a priori bound on the number of input objects. Method 
preconditions can be used to ensure that fields are initialized to values permitted by the precondition. Partial 
correctness properties are given as assertions in the program. Lazy Initialization: On the first access to an un-initialized 
reference field, GSE non-deterministically initializes it to null, to a reference to a new object with un-initialized fields 
or to a reference to an object created during a prior initialization step; this systematically treats aliasing. Once the field 
has been initialized, the execution proceeds according to the concrete execution semantics. The model-checker is used 
to handle the non-determinism introduced when creating different heap configurations and when updating path 
conditions. 
 
2.3 Dynamic Test Generation 
Run the program (starting with some random inputs), gather constraints on inputs at conditional statements, and use a 
constraint solver to generate new test inputs Repeat until a specific program statement is reached or repeat to try to 
cover ALL feasible program paths. Recent work on using symbolic execution for dynamic test case generation such as 
Directed Automated Random Testing (DART) [28], Execution Generated Executions (EGT/EXE) or Concolic Testing 
(CUTE) improve classical symbolic execution by making a distinction between the concrete and the symbolic state of a 
program. The code is essentially run unmodified, and only statements that depend on the symbolic input are treated 
differently, adding constraints to the current path condition. This dynamic test generation approach has been 
implemented in various flavors A significant scalability challenge for this technique is how to handle the exponential 
number of paths in the code. Recent extensions have tried to address this challenge by using heuristics to guide path 
exploration interleaving symbolic execution with random testing [40], caching function summaries for later use by 
higher-level functions or eliminating redundant paths by analyzing the values read and written by the program. 
Dynamic test generation based on symbolic execution has been implemented in a variety of tools. We present several of 
them in the following section. 

 
Figure1. Overview of Symbolic Execution 
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3. DART 
DART short for “Directed Automated Random Testing”, blends dynamic test generation with random testing and 
model checking techniques with the goal of systematically executing all (or as many as possible) feasible paths of a 
program, while checking each execution for various types of errors. DART executes a program starting with some 
given or random concrete inputs, gathers symbolic constraints on inputs at conditional statements along the execution, 
and then uses a constraint solver to infer variants of the previous inputs in order to steer the next execution of the 
program towards an alternative feasible execution path. This process is repeated systematically or heuristically until all 
feasible execution paths are explored or a user-defined coverage criteria is met. A key observation in DART is that 
imprecision in symbolic execution can be alleviated using concrete values and randomization whenever symbolic 
execution does not know how to generate a constraint for a program statement depending on some inputs, one can 
always simplify this constraint using the concrete run-time values of those inputs. In those cases, symbolic execution 
degrades gracefully by leveraging concrete values into a form of partial symbolic execution. DART was first 
implemented at Bell Labs for testing C programs, and has inspired many other extensions and tools since. Dynamic test 
generation extends static test generation with additional runtime information: it is more powerful. The number of 
program paths can be infinite: may not terminate! Still, DART works well for small programs (1,000s LOC) 
significantly improves code coverage vs. random testing  
3.1 Dart for C 
1. Automated interface extraction, Program functions, external functions, library functions 
2. Automated generation of test driver random initialization of top-level arguments code for simulating external 
functions 
3. Directed search code instrumentation: CIL Constraint solver: lp_solve 
3.2 Experimental Evaluation 
  In this section, we present the results of several experiments performed with DART. 

 
Figure 2. DART Overview 

 
3.3 AC-controller Example 
Toy-program:   Input filtering 
DART vs random search 
DART finds errors in less than 1sec (7 runs) 
Random search runs forever 
3.4 Needham-Schroeder Protocol 

1. C implementation of NS public key authentication protocol 
2. 400 lines of code 
3. Finds a partial attack in 2 sec (664 runs) 
4. Finds a full attack in 18 min (328 459 runs) 
5. DART also found a new bug! 

3.5. OSIP: Open source Session Initiation Protocol 
1. Open source Session Initiation Protocol Library 
2. 30 000 lines of C code, 600 external functions 
3. DART crashes 65% of functions in 1000 runs 
4. Many due to null-pointer exceptions 
5. Analysis reveals serious security vulnerability 

 
4. CUTE 
        CUTE stands for Concolic Unit Testing Engine   where   concolic = concrete + symbolic 
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CUTE and  jCUTE. CUTE (A Concolic Unit Testing Engine) and jCUTE (CUTE for Java) extends DART to handle 
multi-threaded programs that manipulates dynamic data structures using pointer operations. CUTE avoids imprecision 
due to pointer analysis by representing and solving pointer constraints approximately. In multi-threaded programs, 
CUTE combines concolic execution with dynamic partial order reduction to systematically generate both test inputs and 
thread schedules. CUTE and jCUTE were developed in University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign for C and Java 
programs, respectively. Both tools have been applied to test several open-source software including java.util library of 
Sun’ JDK 1.4 and bugs detected by these tools have been made available to the developers. Concolic testing has also 
been studied in different courses at several universities. We first define the input logical input map that CUTE uses to 
represent inputs. We also introduce program units of a simple C-like language (cf. [19]). We present how CUTE 
instruments programs and performs concolic execution. We then describe how CUTE solves the constraints after every 
execution. We next present how CUTE handles complex data structures. We finally discuss the approximations that 
CUTE uses for pointer constraints. To explore execution paths, CUTE first instruments the code under test. CUTE then 
builds a logical input map I for the code under test. Such a logical input map can represent a memory graph in a 
symbolic way. CUTE then repeatedly runs the instrumented code as follows:  
 
 1. It uses the logical input map I to generate a concrete input memory graph for the program and two symbolic states, 
one for pointer values and another for primitive values. 
2. It runs the code on the concrete input graph, collecting constraints (in terms of the symbolic values in the symbolic 
state) that characterize the set of inputs that would take the same execution path as the current execution path. 
3. It negates one of the collected constraints and solves the resulting constraint system to obtain a new logical input 
map I′ that is similar to I but (likely) leads the execution through a different path. It then sets I = I′ and repeats the 
process. 
Conceptually, CUTE executes the code under test both concretely and symbolically at the same time. The actual CUTE 
implementation first instruments the source code under test, adding functions that perform the symbolic execution. 
CUTE then repeatedly executes the instrumented code only concretely. CUTE Follow-on work to DART which is of 
same approach and handles more complicated constraints, Pointer arithmetic, some data structures (C structs). Much 
more efficient constraint solver(100x to 1000x faster) EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION It doesn’t automate test 
driver generation and has user specifies functions, preconditions, it is of Less automation (more work), but more 
precision which follows Bounded depth-first search .Roughly speaking, more capable than DART 
4.1 Experimental Evaluation 
We have implemented the main parts of CUTE in C. To instrument code under test, we use CIL, a framework for 
parsing and transforming C programs 
 

Table 1. Results for testing SGLIB 1.0.1 with bounded depth-first strategy with depth 50 

 
4.2 Data Structures of CUTE 
We applied CUTE to test its own data structures. CUTE uses a number of non-standard data structures at runtime, such 
as cu_linear to represent linear expressions, cu_pointer to represent pointer expressions, cu_depend to represent 
dependency graphs for path constraints etc 
 
4.3 SGLIB Library 
We also applied CUTE to unit test SGLIB version 1.0.1, a popular, open-source C library for generic data structures. 
We used CUTE with bounded depth-first search strategy with bound 50. Table 1 shows the results of our experiments. 
 
  We chose SGLIB as a case study primarily to measure the efficiency of CUTE. As SGLIB is widely used, we did not 
expect to find bugs. Much to our surprise, we found two bugs in SGLIB using CUTE. The first bug is a segmentation 
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fault that  occurs in the doubly-linked-list library when a non-zero length list is concatenated with another zero-length 
list. CUTE discovered the bug in 140 iterations (about 1 second) in the bounded depth-first search mode. This bug is 
easy to fix by putting a check on the length of the second list in the concatenation function. The second bug, which is a 
more serious one, was found by CUTE in the hash table library in 193 iterations (in 1 second). Specifically, CUTE 
constructed the following valid sequence of function calls which gets the library into an infinite loop 
 
5.  CONCLUSION 
The CUTE and DART papers cover work done on automatic test generation. They combine concrete and symbolic 
testing of a program (coining the new term concolic testing). On a given program, they perform a static analysis 
(parsing) to insert symbolic  testing code at key parts of the program This symbolic testing is very useful on testing 
conditional branches (bound by different constraints). These constraints are very often linear, and they are solved using 
lp_solve DART’s ability to execute and test any program that compiles without writing any test driver/harness code is a 
new powerful paradigm, we believe. Running a program for the first time usually brings interesting feedback (detects 
bugs), and DART makes this step almost effortless. CUTE is somewhat an improvement on DART. Another interesting 
feature by CUTE is the ability to solve not only linear constraints, but also pointer constraints, by having three possible 
domain values for a pointer: NULL, Non-NULL, and a representation of the internal structures. CUTE optimizes a lot 
of constraint solving by detecting dependencies between different constraints, and eliminating certain execution paths 
by detecting inconsistencies on these.  CUTE also performs testing of data structures, and uses some ideas from Korat 
(such as the repOk method). For testing data-structures, CUTE generates inputs which pass the repOk test 
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